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this annual management report of fund performance contains financial 
highlights but does not contain the complete annual financial statements 
for picton Mahoney fortified Arbitrage plus Alternative fund (the “fund”).  
If you have not received a copy of the annual financial statements with the 
management report of fund performance, you may obtain a copy of the 
annual financial statements, at no cost, by calling 416-955-4108 or toll-free 
at 1-866-369-4108, by writing to us at picton Mahoney Asset Management, 
33 Yonge Street, Suite 830, toronto on M5e 1g4, or by visiting our website at 
www.pictonmahoney.com or SedAR+ at www.sedarplus.ca.

Securityholders may also contact us using one of these methods to request 
a copy of the fund’s interim financial report, proxy voting policies and 
procedures, proxy voting disclosure record or quarterly portfolio disclosure.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGIES

the investment objective of the picton Mahoney fortified Arbitrage plus 
Alternative fund is to generate consistent, positive returns, with low volatility 
and low correlation to equity markets by investing in securities in canada, 
the united States and in other foreign jurisdictions. picton Mahoney Asset 
Management is the manager (the “Manager”), portfolio advisor (the “portfolio 
Advisor”) and trustee (the “trustee”) of the fund.

the fund falls within the definition of an “alternative mutual fund” set out in 
nI 81-102 as it is permitted to use strategies generally prohibited by other 
types of mutual funds, such as the ability to invest more than 10% of its nAV 
in securities of a single issuer, either directly or through the use of specified 
derivatives, the ability to borrow cash, up to 50% of its nAV, to use for 
investment purposes, the ability to sell securities short (the combined level 
of cash borrowing and short selling is limited to 50% of its nAV in aggregate), 
and the ability to use leverage through the use of cash borrowing, short 
selling and specified derivatives. the maximum aggregate exposure to these 
sources of leverage, as calculated in accordance with section 2.9.1 of  
nI 81-102, shall not exceed 300% of the fund’s nAV.

to achieve its investment objectives, the Manager intends for the fund to 
primarily employ arbitrage strategies, which are specialized investment 
techniques designed to profit from the successful completion of mergers, 
take-overs, tender offers, leveraged buyouts, spin-offs, liquidations, and other 
corporate reorganizations.

the most common arbitrage activity the Manager intends to use is merger 
arbitrage, which involves purchasing the shares of an announced acquisition 
target company at a discount to the expected merger consideration. When 
a transaction is announced, the value of the cash and/or securities to be 
received is typically higher than the market price of the target company. 
the discount that the target security trades at is called the merger arbitrage 
“spread.” If the Manager believes that it is probable that the proposed 
transaction, or a higher value transaction, will be consummated in a time 
frame that makes the spread an attractive rate of return, the fund may 
purchase shares of the target company. Alternatively, the fund may engage 
in short selling of the target company’s shares if the Manager determines 
that there is a likelihood that the transaction will fail to be consummated or if 
the spread is considered inadequate for the risks.

the Manager intends to use investment strategies designed to minimize 
market exposure which are permitted within an alternative mutual fund  
but may be limited or prohibited within other types of mutual funds:  
i) the Manager may engage in selling securities short when the terms of a 

proposed acquisition call for the exchange of common shares of the acquirer 
and/or other securities. If the transaction is consummated, the fund will then 
exchange the securities of the target company which it has accumulated 
for the securities issued by the acquiring company and may cover its short 
position, if any, with the securities so received; ii) the Manager may use listed 
put or call options to hedge positions.

In seeking to achieve its investment objective, the Manager may also employ 
a variety of additional investment strategies which are permitted within an 
alternative mutual fund but may be limited or prohibited within other types 
of mutual funds to take advantage of potentially profitable opportunities 
in the capital markets, including investing in special purpose acquisition 
companies (“SpAcs”), Master limited partnerships, equity options, convertible 
securities, preferred shares, and corporate or sovereign debt securities.

the fund may invest up to 100% of its assets in units of other mutual funds 
or exchange-traded funds managed by us or by third-party management 
firms. the Manager, in its sole discretion, selects the underlying funds and 
determines the allocation of assets among the underlying funds within 
the optimal asset mix of the fund. the Manager may invest the majority of 
assets of the fund in cash or cash equivalents, depending on the investment 
opportunities available. the fund may invest in derivative instruments to  
(i) reduce transaction costs, (ii) increase liquidity and efficiency of trading, 
(iii) gain exposure to equity markets in a more efficient manner, (iv) reduce 
risk, (v) generate yield, (vi) hedge currency exposure, and (vii) provide 
leverage. In addition to derivatives, exchange traded funds may also be used 
to hedge currency exposure. the fund will only use derivatives as permitted 
by securities regulators. the fund may directly invest up to 100% of its net 
assets in foreign securities.

the fund’s investment strategies involve active and frequent trading of 
portfolio securities. In any year, the higher a fund’s portfolio turnover rate, 
the greater the trading costs payable by the fund in the year and the larger 
the capital gains distribution may be. there is not necessarily a relationship 
between a high portfolio turnover rate and the performance of a fund. 

the fund is authorized to enter into securities lending, repurchase and reverse 
purchase transactions in accordance with nI 81-102. In a securities lending 
transaction, the fund lends its portfolio securities through an authorized 
agent to another party (often called a “counterparty”) in exchange for a fee 
and a form of acceptable collateral. In a repurchase transaction, the fund 
sells its portfolio securities for cash through an authorized agent while at the 
same time assuming an obligation to repurchase the same securities for cash 
(usually at a lower price) at a later date. In a reverse repurchase transaction, 
the fund buys portfolio securities for cash while at the same time agreeing to 
resell the same securities for cash (usually at a higher price) at a later date. the 
following are some examples of the risks associated with securities lending, 
repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements: i) When entering in securities 
lending, repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions, the fund is subject 
to the credit risk that the counterparty may default under the agreement and 
the fund would be forced to make a claim in order to recover its investment. 
ii) When recovering its investment on default, the fund could incur a loss if the 
value of the portfolio securities loaned (in a securities lending transaction)  
or sold (in a repurchase transaction) has increased in value relative to the  
value of the collateral held by the fund. iii) Similarly, the fund could incur a  
loss if the value of the portfolio securities it has purchased (in a reverse 
repurchase transaction) decreases below the amount of cash paid by the  
fund to the counterparty. 
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the Manager intends to adhere to the following restrictions in implementing 
the investment strategies of the fund: i) the fund will not purchase private 
securities. Some mergers include a spin-out equity, contingent value right, or 
other form of consideration that is unlisted at the time of the announcement 
but is intended to become listed shortly following the consummation of the 
merger. the fund may transact in these types of securities when an active, 
unlisted “grey” market exists. ii) no investment in a single issuer will exceed 
15% of the net asset value of the fund. this limit does not apply to holdings 
of cash or cash equivalents, which may exceed this limit where the Manager 
considers it desirable due to market conditions or otherwise. iii) unhedged 
foreign currency investments will be limited to no more than 10% of the nAV 
of the fund. iv) Borrowing will be limited to no more than 50% of the nAV and 
transacted only through a qualified investment fund custodian per section 
6.2 of national Instrument 81-102. Borrowing will be used for the purposes 
of cash management, enhancing returns, and bridging between new deal 
opportunities and consummated deals where the proceeds are yet to settle. 
v) Short selling securities will be limited to 50% of the nAV and no more 
than 10% of a single issuer. vi) the aggregate notional amount of the fund’s 
exposure under its specified derivatives positions (other than derivatives used 
for hedging purposes) will be limited to no more than 50% of the nAV.

the fund entered into derivative agreements with canadian Imperial Bank of 
commerce (“cIBc”), in order to obtain economic exposure to the class I units 
(formerly class o units) of picton Mahoney fortified Arbitrage Alternative 
fund (formerly Vertex liquid Alternative fund) (the “Reference fund”) similar 
to what would be achieved by an investment directly in the class I units of 
the Reference fund. 

under the terms of the derivative agreements, the fund agreed to acquire 
from cIBc class I units of the Reference fund at a specified future date, 
which is decided by the portfolio manager, at a price equal to the net asset 
value (“nAV”) of the class I units at the date the derivative agreements were 
entered into. cIBc, on the specified future date, will deliver class I units of the 
Reference fund, less forward fees. the fund has also option to terminate the 
trades at a specified future date, which is decided by the portfolio manager, 
at its discretion without any penalty. 

the fund has agreed to pay a forward fee, on a monthly basis, which is a 
floating amount based on prevailing short-term market rates and a spread 
applied to the daily notional value of the derivative agreements. during the 
term of the derivative agreements, the fund will deposit cash, as pledge, in 
its margin account with cIBc. this pledge will be kept at 10% of the notional 
amount at the time the derivative agreements were entered into. the 
fund’s restricted cash has been pledged to the counterparty as security for 
performance by the fund for its obligations under the derivative agreements.

RISK

there is no assurance that the fund will be able to achieve its total return, 
capital preservation and distribution investment objectives. there is no 
assurance that the portfolio will earn any return and no assurances can be 
given as to the amount of distributions in future years and that the net asset 
value (the “nAV”) of the fund will appreciate or be preserved.

While risks are numerous, we believe the following are the most pertinent 
ones to be mindful of today: 

1.  equity Investment Risk – equity investments, such as stocks, carry several 
risks. A number of factors may cause the price of a stock to fall. these 

include specific developments relating to the company, stock market 
conditions where the company’s securities trade and general economic, 
financial and political conditions in the countries where the company 
operates. Since a fund’s unit price is based on the value of its investments, 
an overall decline in the value of the stocks it holds will reduce the value 
of the fund and, therefore, the value of your investment. However if the 
price of the stocks in the portfolio increases, your investment will be worth 
more. equity funds generally tend to be more volatile than fixed income 
funds, and the value of their units can vary widely.

2.  SpAc Risk – the fund may invest a portion of its assets in the stock, 
warrants, and other securities of special purpose acquisition companies 
(“SpAcs”) or similar special purpose entities that raise funds for the 
sole purpose of seeking potential acquisition opportunities. All assets 
(net of operating expenses) of the SpAc are invested in government 
securities, money market fund securities and/or cash until an acquisition 
is completed. once the SpAc identifies a transaction, common holders 
have the right to vote on the transaction and also to decide whether to roll 
their equity in the transaction or redeem shares for their pro rata share of 
the escrow account holdings. Should the SpAc be unable to complete an 
acquisition that meets its defined requirements within a pre-established 
period of time, the invested funds are returned to the entity’s shareholders. 
SpAcs may have specific risks, including increased volatility, associated with 
the regions or industries for which they pursue an acquisition. Since a SpAc 
is a new entity created for the purpose of acquiring another company or 
entity, it may have limited or no business operating history; this makes the 
pricing and liquidity of the security dependent on management’s ability to 
source and complete a profitable acquisition. furthermore, these securities 
may trade in the over-the-counter market which may have associated 
issues with price sourcing and illiquidity.

3.  Arbitrage Risk – Arbitrage investing involves the risk that an expected 
corporate transaction will not be consummated as expected and the fund 
will experience a loss.

4.  leverage Risk - the fund has received exemptive relief from canadian 
securities regulatory authorities from certain investment restrictions set 
out in nI 81-102 that would restrict the ability of the fund to leverage 
their assets through borrowing, short sales and/or derivatives. Investment 
decisions may be made for the assets of the fund that exceed the net 
asset value of the fund. As a result, if these investment decisions are 
incorrect, the resulting losses will be more than if investments were made 
solely in an unleveraged long portfolio as is the case in most conventional 
equity mutual funds. In addition, leveraged investment strategies can also 
be expected to increase a fund’s turnover, transaction and market impact 
costs, interest and other costs and expenses. 

pursuant to the terms of the exemptive relief, the fund’s aggregate gross 
exposure, calculated as the sum of the following, must not exceed three 
times the fund’s net asset value: (i) the aggregate market value of the  
fund’s long positions; (ii) the aggregate market value of physical short  
sales on equities, fixed income securities or other portfolio assets; and 
(iii) the aggregate notional value of the fund’s specified derivatives positions 
excluding any specified derivatives used for hedging purposes. If the fund’s 
aggregate gross exposure exceeds three times the fund’s net asset value, the 
fund must, as quickly as is commercially reasonable, take all necessary steps 
to reduce the aggregate gross exposure to three times the fund’s net asset 
value or less. 
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the fund has also obtained exemptive relief such that the fund is permitted 
to engage in short selling transactions and cash borrowing up to a 
combined maximum of 100% of its net asset value, which is in excess of the 
short sale and cash borrowing limits provided for both conventional mutual 
funds and alternative mutual funds in nI 81-102.

for further details relating to risks of investing in the fund, please refer to the 
Specific Investment Risks, Investment Risk classification Methodology, and 
Who Should Invest in the funds’ sections of the Simplified prospectus.

LEVERAGE

leverage occurs when the fund borrows money or securities, or uses 
derivatives, to generate investment exposure that would otherwise not be 
possible.

the fund’s aggregate exposure to its sources of leverage is calculated as the 
sum of the following: (i) the market value of short holdings; (ii) the amount 
of cash borrowed for investment purposes; and (iii) the notional value of 
the fund’s derivatives positions, excluding any derivatives used for hedging 
purposes. the fund’s exposure to leverage must not exceed 300% of the 
fund’s nAV.

during the year January 1 to december 31, 2023, the fund’s aggregate 
exposure reached a low of 22.02% and a high of 83.59% of the fund’s nAV. 
As at december 31, 2023, the fund’s aggregate exposure was 55.07% of the 
fund’s nAV. the primary source of leverage was short positions in equity 
securities and margin borrowings, which is governed by a prime brokerage 
agreement between the fund and cIBc. during the period January 1, 
2023 to december 31, 2023, the fund borrowed a minimum of $nil and a 
maximum of $288,816,389 under the margin borrowing facility.

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

for the year January 1, 2023 to december 31, 2023, the net asset value of 
the fund increased by approximately $135.5 million from $639.4 million to 
$774.9 million. during the same period, performance on the fund’s portfolio 
increased its assets by $34.1 million. the fund also received $366.7 million in 
proceeds and had net redemptions of $265.3 million. for the year January 1, 
2023 to december 31, 2023, the fund class A units returned 3.37%, the fund 
class f units returned 4.51%. and the fund class I units returned 5.69%.

the biggest driver of the funds’ most recent returns was our position in 
Seagen Inc. (Sgen). this was a uS$40Bn acquisition by pfizer Inc. that closed in 
december but traded with a very large spread for several reasons. firstly, it was 
a large deal. We often feel we are overpaid for merger and acquisition (M&A) 
risk on large deals as we are earning a liquidity discount as well. Secondly, 
we’ve been through a tumultuous period for regulatory reviews of uS mergers. 
A somewhat similar deal (Amgen acquiring Horizon therapeutics plc) had 
been sued by the federal trade commission (ftc) in the spring, although the 
regulator later abandoned the suit and the deal successfully closed. Arbitrage 
investors remain wary of the regulators and Sgen offered a 30%+ annualized 
rate of return to those willing to take on the risk. Sgen was our largest position 
coming into the final quarter of 2023.

on the new deal front, the largest deals have been in the oil & gas space: 
exxon Mobil corporation announced its deal to acquire pioneer natural 
Resources in early october, followed by chevron corporation’s deal for Hess 
corporation a couple weeks later. there has also been a large number of 
deals involving mature pharmaceutical companies acquiring early-stage drug 

programs. We’ve seen quite a bit of activity in biotech M&A. these tend to 
have wider spreads as they can come with the risk of negative data in clinical 
trials or safety events. these risks can be addressed in various ways through 
the merger agreement, but we tend to keep individual positions sizes small in 
biotech deals. At the other end of the risk spectrum, we’ve had two canadian 
sub-receipts deals this final quarter. Historically, these have had a very high 
probability of closing and low levels of expected loss if one were to tip over. 
While the potential returns reflect the low level risk, we find them to be a very 
attractive use of capital.

there were 9 Special purpose Acquisition companies (SpAcs) issued in 
this final quarter, raising just over uS$1Bn. one notable de-SpAc was the 
announcement by Screaming eagle Acquisition corp. that they are acquiring 
lionsgate’s studio business at a uS$4.7billion valuation. this is a well-
established and profitable business which has attracted a uS$175mm pIpe 
(private Investment in public equity) from a group of mutual funds. While 
there was no dramatic lift in the common shares upon announcement, this is 
the type of high-quality deal that helps to prove out the viability of the SpAc 
structure.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

picton Mahoney Asset Management is the manager (the “Manager”) and 
portfolio advisor (the “portfolio Advisor”) and trustee (the “trustee”) of the 
fund. the Manager is an investment manager focused on equity and fixed 
income securities investments with approximately $9.9 billion of assets 
under management as of december 31, 2023. As at december 31, 2023, the 
Manager holds 686 units of class I (december 31, 2022 - 1,187 units of class I)

the fund has an indirect interest in the picton Mahoney fortified Arbitrage 
Alternative fund through the forward agreements representing 20.83% of 
net assets and 52.34% of ownership interest.

Management Fees

As a result of providing investment and management services, the Manager 
receives a management fee calculated and accrued daily based on the nAV 
of the class of units of the fund, plus applicable taxes, payable on the last 
day of each calendar quarter. for the year January 1, 2023 to december 31, 
2023, the fund incurred management fees of $7,412,324 (december 31, 
2022 - $6,879,210). Management fees in respect of class I units are direct 
fees negotiated with the investor, paid directly by the investor, and would 
not exceed the management fee payable on class A units of the fund. 
the Manager uses these management fees to pay for sales and trailing 
commissions to registered dealers on the distribution of the fund’s shares, 
investment advice, as well as general administrative expenses relating to 
picton Mahoney’s role as Manager. the following is a breakdown:

As a Percentage of Management Fees

Annual  
Rates

Dealer  
Compensation 

General  
Administration and 
Investment Advice

class A units 2.00% 50.10% 49.90%
class f units 1.00%                      -   100.00%

out of the management fees that the Manager received from the fund,  
the Manager paid trailer commissions of $343,437 for the year ended 
december 31, 2023.
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Performance Fees

the Manager receives a performance fee in respect of each class of units of 
the fund. the performance fee for each class shall be calculated and become 
a liability of the fund on each valuation day (the “Valuation day”) and shall 
be payable at the end of each calendar quarter. the performance fee is equal 
to the daily nAV of the class of units of a fund during the calendar quarter 
multiplied by 15% of the amount by which the total return of the class of 
units exceeds the previous high water mark for each applicable class of 
units. Any day a performance fee is paid for the fund, a high water mark is 
set, which is equal to the nAV of such fund on such date, after deducting 
all fees and expenses. no further performance fee will be paid until the nAV, 
adjusted for any distributions since the high water mark was last set, exceeds 
this high water mark value. this high water mark is perpetual and cannot be 
reset. deficiencies to the high water mark accrue for each day the fund does 
not exceed the high water mark and performance fees will not be accrued 
until the class of units of the fund has exceeded the high water mark. for the 
year January 1, 2023 to december 31, 2023, the fund incurred performance 
fees of $132,374 (december 31, 2022 - $nil).

Independent Review Committee

the fund receives standing instructions (the “SI”) from the independent 
review committee (the “IRc”). the SI constitutes a written approval or 
recommendation from the IRc that permits the Manager to proceed with 
specific action(s) set out in the SI on an ongoing basis. the SI is designed to 
ensure that the Manager’s actions are carried out in accordance with the 
law, the instrument and the Manager’s policies and procedures in order 
to achieve a fair and reasonable result for the fund. the SI outlines actions 
related to i) fees and expenses; ii) trade Allocations; iii) Broker Selections; 
iv) code of ethics and conduct; v) portfolio pricing Issues, amongst 
other things.  the Manager must provide the IRc with a written report 
summarizing each instance where the Manager has relied on the SI. for 
the year January 1, 2023 to december 31, 2023, the IRc did not provide any 
recommendations to the Manager.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

the following tables show selected key financial information about the fund and are intended to help you understand the fund’s financial performance 
for the past periods as applicable.

Net Assets, beginning of year  12.39  12.30  12.21  10.38  10.00 
Increase (decrease) from operations:         
   total revenue  (0.06)  (0.17)  (0.02)  (0.05)  0.08 
   total expense  (0.34)  (0.33)  (0.67)  (1.08)  (0.43)
   Realized gains (losses)  1.29  (0.30)  1.81  3.83  0.36 
   unrealized gains (losses)  (0.51)  0.85  (0.58)  1.08  0.52 
Total increase (decrease) from operations(1)  0.38  0.05  0.54  3.78  0.53 
Distributions:         
   from income  -    -    -    -    -   
   from dividends  -    -    -    -    -   
   from capital gains  -    -    (0.68)  (1.95)  -   
   Return of capital  -    -    -    -    -   
Total annual distributions(1)(2)  -    -    (0.68)  (1.95)  -   
Net Assets, end of year  12.81  12.39  12.30  12.21  10.38 

Net Assets, beginning of year  12.92  12.69  12.43  10.46  10.00 
Increase (decrease) from operations:         
   total revenue  (0.06)  (0.18)  (0.01)  (0.05)  0.07 
   total expense  (0.22)  (0.20)  (0.52)  (1.04)  (0.33)
   Realized gains (losses)  1.34  (0.32)  1.76  4.50  0.32 
   unrealized gains (losses)  (0.49)  0.93  (0.53)  1.03  0.54 
Total increase (decrease) from operations(1)  0.57  0.23  0.70  4.44  0.60 
Distributions:         
   from income  -    -    -    -    -   
   from dividends  -    -    -    -    -   
   from capital gains  -    -    (0.72)  (2.25)  -   
   Return of capital  -    -    -    -    -   
Total annual distributions(1)(2)  -    -    (0.72)  (2.25)  -   
Net Assets, end of year  13.50  12.92  12.69  12.43  10.46 

Class A Units - Net Assets per Unit

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($) Dec 31, 2020($) Dec 31, 2019($)(7)

Class A Units - Ratios/Supplemental Data

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($) Dec 31, 2020($) Dec 31, 2019($)(7)

Class F Units - Net Assets per Unit

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($) Dec 31, 2020($) Dec 31, 2019($)(7)

total net Asset Value ($000's)(3)  31,110  36,320  45,281  29,089  9,148 
number of units outstanding (000's)(3)  2,429  2,932  3,680  2,383  881 
Management expense ratio(4) 3.95% 4.24% 4.85% 9.85% 4.26%
Management expense ratio before waivers or 

absorptions 3.95% 4.24% 4.85% 9.85% 4.26%
trading expense ratio, excluding short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.32% 0.31% 0.41% 0.12% 0.00%
trading expense ratio, including short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.87% 0.49% 0.94% 0.12% 0.00%
portfolio turnover rate(6) 378.35% 157.80% 242.59% 321.13% 2.14%
net Asset Value per unit  12.81  12.39  12.30  12.21  10.38 
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Net Assets, beginning of year  9.85  9.57  10.00 
Increase (decrease) from operations:       
   total revenue  (0.02)  (0.18)  0.01 
   total expense  (0.05)  (0.07)  (0.02)
   Realized gains (losses)  0.92  (0.39)  (0.09)
   unrealized gains (losses)  (0.17)  1.09  0.46 
Total increase (decrease) from operations(1)  0.68  0.45  0.36 
Distributions:       
   from income  -    -    -   
   from dividends  -    -    -   
   from capital gains  -    -    (0.96)
   Return of capital  -    -    -   
Total annual distributions(1)(2)  -    -    (0.96)
Net Assets, end of year  10.41  9.85  9.57 

Class I Units - Net Assets per Unit

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($)(8)

Class I Units - Ratios/Supplemental Data

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($)(8)

Class F Units - Ratios/Supplemental Data

Dec 31, 2023($) Dec 31, 2022($) Dec 31, 2021($) Dec 31, 2020($) Dec 31, 2019($)(7)

total net Asset Value ($000's)(3)  600,682  559,792  503,656  294,579  79,035 
number of units outstanding (000's)(3)  44,496  43,337  39,697  23,694  7,555 
Management expense ratio(4) 2.84% 3.12% 3.63% 9.38% 3.28%
Management expense ratio before waivers or 

absorptions 2.84% 3.12% 3.63% 9.38% 3.28%
trading expense ratio, excluding short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.32% 0.31% 0.41% 0.12% 0.00%
trading expense ratio, including short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.87% 0.49% 0.94% 0.12% 0.00%
portfolio turnover rate(6) 378.35% 157.80% 242.59% 321.13% 2.14%
net Asset Value per unit  13.50  12.92  12.69  12.43  10.46 

total net Asset Value ($000's)(3)  143,122  43,317  3,706 
number of units outstanding (000's)(3)  13,746  4,397  387 
Management expense ratio(4) 1.69% 2.00% 0.39%
Management expense ratio before waivers or 

absorptions 1.69% 2.00% 0.39%
trading expense ratio, excluding short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.32% 0.31% 0.41%
trading expense ratio, including short dividend 

and interest expense(5) 0.87% 0.49% 0.94%
portfolio turnover rate(6) 378.35% 157.80% 242.59%
net Asset Value per unit  10.41  9.85  9.57 
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ExPLANATORY NOTES

(1)  net Assets and distributions are based on the actual number of units outstanding at the relevant time. the increase/decrease from operations is based 
on the weighted average number of units outstanding over the financial period.

(2) distributions were paid in cash, reinvested in additional units of the fund, or both.

(3) this information is provided as at the periods shown.

(4)  the management expense ratio (“MeR”) is based on total expenses (excluding commissions and other portfolio transaction costs) for the stated period and 
is expressed as an annualized percentage of daily average net asset value during the period. In the period the class is established, the MeR is annualized.

(5)  the trading expense ratio (“teR”) represents total commissions and other portfolio transaction costs expressed as an annualized percentage of daily 
average net asset value during the period. In the period the class is established, the teR is annualized. the teR is calculated at the fund level and applies 
to all classes of the fund. the fund’s teR is shown both with and without the short dividend expense from equities and interest expense from fixed 
income securities.

(6)  the fund’s portfolio turnover rate indicates how actively the fund’s portfolio advisor manages its portfolio investments. A portfolio turnover rate of 100% 
is equivalent to the fund buying and selling all of the securities in its portfolio once in the course of the year. the higher a fund’s portfolio turnover rate in a 
year, the greater the trading costs payable by the fund in the year, and the greater the chance of an investor receiving taxable capital gains in the year. there 
is not necessarily a relationship between a high turnover rate and the performance of a fund. portfolio turnover rate is calculated based on the lesser of the 
cost of purchases or proceeds of sales divided by the average market value of the portfolio, excluding short-term investments. 

(7) for the period January 17, 2019 (commencement of operations) to december 31, 2019.

(8) class I units were first issued on July 27, 2021.
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PAST PERFORMANCE

this section describes the fund’s performance over the past period since 
inception. the information shown assumes that any distributions made by the 
fund were reinvested in additional units of the fund. All rates of returns are 
calculated based on the nAV of the particular series of the fund. past returns of 
the fund do not necessarily indicate how it will perform in the future.

Year-by-Year-Returns

the following chart indicates the annual performance of each series of the 
fund each year from inception on January 17, 2019 to december 31, 2023. 
the chart shows, in percentage terms, how much an investment made on 
the first day of the period would have grown or decreased by the last day 
of the period.
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SUMMARY OF INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2023

LONG POSITIONS
Canadian Equities 6.4%

energy 4.1%
utilities 2.3%

Global Equities 72.7%
united States 42.0%
International 30.7%

Canadian Debt 8.3%
Short-term notes 8.3%

Global Debt 16.4%
Short-term notes 9.1%
united States Bonds 7.3%

Derivatives 3.9%
Total Long Positions 107.7%

SHORT POSITIONS
Canadian Equities -6.6%

energy -4.1%
utilities -2.4%
financials -0.1%

Global Equities -17.3%
united States equities -17.3%

Derivatives -0.4%
Total Short Positions -24.3%

Cash 17.8%
Other Liabilities (net) -1.2%
Total 100.0%

Portfolio by Category 

Percentage of Net Asset Value (%)

Portfolio by Category 

Percentage of Net Asset Value (%)

ANNUAL COMPOUND RETURNS

the following table presents the compound returns of the units of the fund for the period indicated to december 31, 2023.

further discussion of the fund’s performance can be found within the Results of operations section.

total portfolio - class A units 3.37% 3.51% 8.86%
long portfolio - class A units 2.11% 9.49% 18.34%
Short portfolio - class A units 1.26% -5.98% -9.48%
total portfolio - class f units 4.51% 4.65% 11.18%
long portfolio - class f units 3.06% 7.83% 16.47%
Short portfolio - class f units 1.45% -3.18% -5.29%
total portfolio - class I units* 5.69% - 4.69%
long portfolio - class I units* 4.07% - 1.59%
Short portfolio - class I units* 1.62% - 3.10%
HfRI ed Merger Arbitrage Index (Hedged to cAd) 6.22% 6.53% 6.33%

Annual Compound Returns 1 Year 3 Year Since Inception 

*class I units were first issued on July 27, 2021.
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Top 25 Holdings 

Percentage of Net Asset Value (%)

LONG POSITIONS
cash 17.8%
united States treasury Bill 5.309%, 2024-02-15 9.1%
canadian treasury Bill 5.149%, 2024-01-18 8.3%
pioneer natural Resources co. 7.1%
Splunk Inc. 6.4%
Spirit Realty capital Inc. 6.3%
pembina pipeline corp. 4.0%
Hess corp. 3.5%
Westrock co. 3.0%
Alteryx Inc. 2.7%
Splunk Inc. 1.125%, 2025-09-15 2.6%
churchill capital corp. VII 2.5%
capital power corp. 2.3%
pdc energy Inc. 5.750%, 2026-05-15 2.2%
textainer group Holdings ltd. 2.1%
capri Holdings ltd. 2.0%
Karuna therapeutics Inc. 2.0%
Screaming eagle Acquisition corp. 1.9%
Splunk Inc. 1.125%, 2027-06-15 1.7%
Immunogen Inc. 1.7%

SHORT POSITIONS
exxon Mobil corp. -7.2%
Realty Income corp. -6.4%
pembina pipeline corp. -4.1%
chevron corp. -3.7%
capital power corp. -2.4%
Total Net Asset Value ($000)  $774,914 

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

this report may contain forward-looking statements about the fund, its future performance, strategies and events. forward-looking statements include 
words such as “anticipates”, “believe”, “could” “expect”, “estimate”, “may” or negative versions thereof and similar expressions. By their nature, forward-looking 
statements make assumptions on future events that are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. there is significant risk that predictions on the fund, 
future events and economic conditions will not prove to be accurate. forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and actual 
results may differ materially from management projected expectations due to factors such as general market and economic conditions, interest rates and 
foreign currency fluctuations, changes to regulatory requirements and guidelines, changes in technology, effects of competition in the various business 
areas and unforeseen natural disasters and catastrophes. As a result of these factors, readers of this document are cautioned not to place undue reliance 
on these statements and before making any investment decisions should clearly consider these factors, among other factors. All opinions contained in the 
forward-looking statements are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith, unless required by applicable law.

the Summary of Investment portfolio may change due to the ongoing portfolio transactions. A quarterly update is available on our website at  
www.pictonmahoney.com. picton Mahoney fortified Arbitrage plus Alternative fund invests in other investment funds. the prospectus and other 
information about the underlying investment funds are available on the internet at www.sedarplus.ca. 
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